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“No matter how carefully you plan your goals, they 
will never be more than pipe dreams unless you 
pursue them with gusto” 

W. Clement stone 
    



Polity 
 PMO,BJP defend Rajnath, son: The Prime Minister’s Office and BJP president 

Amit Shah on Wednesday denied reports about alleged misdemeanour by Home 
Minister Rajnath Singh’s son and said charges against him and some Union 
Ministers were “baseless, misleading and aimed at tarnishing the party’s image.” 
As Opposition parties sharpened their attack on the BJP, Mr. Singh said, “I want to 
assure the nation that the day allegations, prima facie or even small, are proven 
against me or my family, I will quit politics and public life and sit at home. The 
rumours floating around for the last 15-20 days have no basis.” Mr. Singh said he 
had spoken to Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Mr. Shah and both had 
expressed surprise and termed the rumours as completely baseless. A media report 
had suggested that Mr. Modi had ticked off Mr. Singh’s son, Pankaj, a party office-
bearer in Uttar Pradesh, for alleged misconduct. The report speculated that the 
rumours were meant to weaken Mr. Rajnath Singh’s position in a turf war for the 
number two position in the Union Cabinet. As the government prepares to 
showcase its 100 days in office next week, the PMO got into damage control mode 
and swiftly issued a statement that the media report was “plain lies, motivated and 
constituted a malicious attempt at character assassination and tarnishing the image 
of the government.” Expressing “hurt” at the speculative stories, Mr. Shah said he 
condemned reports against Mr. Rajnath Singh and his son. “Such propaganda will 
not eclipse Mr. Modi’s agenda of development.”  (The Hindu). 

 
Economy 

 RBI simplifies ECB norms: The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Wednesday 
simplified external commercial borrowing (ECB) norms. The central bank also 
allowed companies to raise fresh funds through ECBs where the average maturity 
period (AMP) exceeds the residual maturity of the existing ECB under automatic 
route, with certain riders. RBI said the company should meet the conditions like all-
in-cost of fresh ECB must be less than that of the all-in-cost of existing ECB. 
Consent of the existing lender must also be available. Other conditions include the 
refinancing shall be undertaken before the maturity of the existing ECB and the 
borrower must neither be in the RBI’s defaulter list and nor under the investigation 
of the Directorate of Enforcement (DoE). Companies are allowed to refinance 
existing ECB by raising fresh ECB at lower all-in-cost on condition that the 
outstanding maturity of the original loan is maintained. “Cases, where the average 
maturity period (AMP) of the fresh ECB is more than the residual maturity of 
existing ECB, are examined by RBI under the approval route,” RBI said. ECB for 
investment, especially infrastructure sector, is under automatic route and does not 
require RBI or government approval.  (The Financial Express). 



Planning 
 New entity likely to develop last-mile port connectivity: The shipping 

ministry is looking at setting up a special purpose vehicle (SPV) for all 
major ports to provide last-mile rail connectivity. Public sector undertakings 
(PSUs) under the administrative control of the Indian Railways are being 
considered to develop the SPV, which will involve subscription-based equity from 
all the major ports. The proposal, in preliminary stages, is likely to be finalised 
within a couple of months. "We are currently exploring setting up an SPV to 
enhance last-mile port connectivity using railways," said a senior ministry official. 
"It will involve an equity base of Rs 50-100 crore which will be funded by port 
trusts. The work will either be done by the SPV or it can be outsourced." Last-mile 
connectivity, in this case, is linking the port to the railway network. Using railway 
to move cargo increases efficiency and reduces cost, when compared with road 
transport. But last-mile connectivity has been an issue ports have been grappling 
with for a while. Cities and population have become impediments to port 
connectivity. Ministry officials and analysts pointed out that ports would benefit 
from this move, as it would improve the turnaround time and efficiency. Hemant 
Bhattbhatt, chief executive of HMSA Consultancy Services, said: "While the 
emergence of cities is facilitated by ports, last-mile connectivity to these very ports 
is subject to city regulations. Additionally, last-mile port connectivity faces another 
level of challenge, owing to the dependence on intra-government cooperation for 
clearances." (Business Standard) 

Editorial 
 Kerala’s challenge: Kerala has moved expeditiously to curb the availability of 

Indian Made Foreign Liquor and get on to the road to total prohibition. Whether 
the decision is the outcome of intra-party manoeuvres in the Congress, or of a 
genuine quest for the public good, it bodes well for the State from the social 
standpoint. Indeed, the State could serve as a testing ground on this front for the 
rest of the country. Kerala has one of the highest per capita consumption rates for 
hard liquor among Indian States, and there is a predominant sentiment against it 
given its deleterious effects. Yet, there really was no known proclivity, or demand, 
in favour of prohibition among the two dominant political formations in the State. 
There has been no organised temperance movement of note in recent times — but 
for occasional pleas by certain cultural leaders and the Church. The likes of the 
Gandhian, M.P. Manmadhan, who led an anti-liquor movement, albeit a feeble and 
largely symbolic one, in the 1970s and 1980s, have been all but forgotten. This 
background does give a certain unreal quality to the sudden decision. However, 
the fact that shutting out liquor could bring significant electoral dividends, given 
the large constituency of voters, including women, who are affected by and feel 
strongly against it, would not have been lost on Chief Minister Oommen Chandy. 
This will also staunch the flow of money from liquor contractors into the kitty of 
political parties, come election-time. (The Hindu) 

 


































